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Fluctuations arise in most physical phenomena

Their study is a fruitful endeavour

Some (random) examples in Physics

Fluctuations encode essential information

Alternative to derive thermodynamic potentials

Important far from equilibrium      Fundamental observable: 
Large Deviation Function (LDF) 
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Why LDFs are important?
 

Rate of convergence toward average

Equilibrium: LDFs = entropy/free energy

Nonequilibrium: LDFs extend the notion of 
free energy out of equilibrium

P [ρ(�x)] ∼ exp
�
− LdI[ρ(�x)]

�

I[ρ(�x)] =
1

kBT

�
d�x

�
f [ρ(�x)]− f(ρ∗)

�



Current statistics: main objective of nonequilibrium statistical physics

Macroscopic Fluctuation Theory (MFT): ∂tρ + ∂xj = 0

CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS, MFT & OPTIMAL PATHS 
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2σ[ρ]

Fluctuating current
j(x, t) ≡ − (D[ρ]∂xρ + ξ)

Bertini, De Sole, Gabrielli, Jona-Lasinio&Landim, 2001-2012
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MFT offers predictions for the current LDF and
   the optimal path

Optimal path≠steady profiles: Typical path to 
   sustain a given fluctuation

Additivity principle: 
   time-independent optimal profiles

Additivity scenario eventually breaks down for large fluctuations (|q| > qc) via a 
dynamic phase transition at the fluctuating level involving a symmetry breaking

Bodineau&Derrida, PRL 2004
H.&Garrido, PRL 2009



ρ1ρN ρ3
ρ2ρN

Coarse-grained model for many quasi-1D systems with one conserved field

Isolated system and no external fields: 

 When subject to temperature gradient       Fourier’s law (rigorous) 

Diffusive mesoscopic evolution equation:

THE MODEL: KIPNIS, MARCHIORO & PRESUTTI

Diffusive transport model on a lattice ring

Local energies ρi≥0 + stochastic collisions

p∈[0,1] random. Energy is conserved!

KMP, J. Stat. Phys. 1982
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Probability of space&time-averaged current?

QUESTIONS ...

q =
1
τ

� τ

0
dt

� 1

0
dx j(x, t)

Optimal path responsible of a given fluctuation?

ρ1ρN ρ3
ρ2ρN

ρq(x, t)???

Pτ (q) ∼ e+τNG(q)???

Numerical method
Giardiná, Kurchan & Peliti, PRL 2005



|q| < qc : sum of weakly-correlated events        Gaussian statistics 

|q| > qc : coherent traveling wave + energy localization        non-Gaussian statistics

Striking phenomenon: Isolated equilibrium system with no external fields

Spontaneous symmetry breaking in 1d: translation invariance 

Symmetry-breaking instabilities forbidden in equilibrium may happen in fluctuations

SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING IN FLUCTUATIONS

H.&Garrido, PRL 2011



|q| < qc = π: G(q)= -q2/2        μ(λ)= +λ2/2 for |λ|< π

|q| > qc = π: non-quadratic G(q) and μ(λ)

Notice the finite-size effects and convergence towards predictions

CURRENT LARGE DEVIATION FUNCTION

|qc| = 2πD(ρ0)

�
2σ(ρ0)

σ��(ρ0)

µ(λ) = max
q

[G(q) + λq]



Measure average energy profile for different λ

Caution: Average around center of mass        1d ring embeded in 2d + angular shift

Supercritical profiles (λ>λc= π): energy localization + traveling wave

Convergence to Macroscopic Fluctuation Theory prediction as N↑

COHERENT  TRAVELING  WAVE



Average wave velocity as a function of λ and different sizes N

Agreement with MFT very good for large enough N

For |q| < qc            v=2q. However, above qc the relation becomes nonlinear

TRAVELING  WAVE  VELOCITY
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SYMMETRIES IN NONEQUILIBRIUM FLUCTUATIONS

PNAS 108, 7704 (2011)

Use symmetry principles to study current fluctuations. Invariance of optimal paths 
leads to Isometric Fluctuation Theorem
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 Evolution equation for wide class of systems:  

 Gaussian white noise: Accounts for microscopic fluctuations at the macroscale

�ξ(x, t)� = 0

∂tρ = ∂x

�
D[ρ]∂xρ + ξ

�

�ξ(x, t)ξ(x�, t�)� =
σ[ρ]
N

δ(x − x�)δ(t − t�)

MACROSCOPIC  FLUCTUATION  THEORY (MFT) (I)
Bertini, Gabrielli, De Sole, Jona-Lasinio&Landim, 2001-2012
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  Probability of a history                        

 Density and current fields coupled via continuity equation: 

∂tρ + ∂xj = 0

Iτ [ρ, j] = −
� τ

0
dt

� 1

0
dx

(j + D[ρ]∂xρ)2

2σ[ρ]



  Fluctuations of space&time-averaged current

 Optimal profiles≠steady profiles: Typical path to 
sustain a given fluctuation

 Additivity principle (Bodineau&Derrida, PRL 2004): 
time-independent optimal profiles

MACROSCOPIC  FLUCTUATION  THEORY (II)

q =
1
τ

� τ

0
dt

� 1

0
dx j(x, t)

ρq(x, t) = ρq(x) ; jq(x, t) = q

G(q) = −min
ρ(x)

� 1

0
dx

�
q + D[ρ]∂xρ

�2

2σ[ρ]

Iτ [ρ, j] = −
� τ

0
dt

� 1

0
dx

(j + D[ρ]∂xρ)2

2σ[ρ]
G(q) =

1
τ

max
{ρ,j}τ

0

Iτ [ρ, j]



  Fluctuations of space&time-averaged current

 Optimal profiles≠steady profiles: Typical path to 
sustain a given fluctuation

 Additivity principle (Bodineau&Derrida, PRL 2004): 
time-independent optimal profiles

MACROSCOPIC  FLUCTUATION  THEORY (II)

q =
1
τ

� τ

0
dt

� 1

0
dx j(x, t)

ρq(x, t) = ρq(x) ; jq(x, t) = q

G(q) = −min
ρ(x)

� 1

0
dx

�
q + D[ρ]∂xρ

�2

2σ[ρ]
 For isolated systems, flat profiles are always solution ... 

 Is this the whole story? ... NO!!

 Additivity scenario eventually breaks down for large fluctuations (|q| > qc) via a   
dynamic phase transition at the fluctuating level involving a symmetry breaking

Gaussian statistics!

Iτ [ρ, j] = −
� τ

0
dt

� 1

0
dx

(j + D[ρ]∂xρ)2

2σ[ρ]
G(q) =

1
τ

max
{ρ,j}τ

0

Iτ [ρ, j]



 Local stability of flat profiles against small perturbation

 For |q|>qc → traveling wave:

PHASE  TRANSITION  IN  MFT

Instability

Bodineau&Derrida, PRE 2005



 Local stability of flat profiles against small perturbation

 For |q|>qc → traveling wave:

PHASE  TRANSITION  IN  MFT

 Equation for optimal wave profile

ωq(x) symmetric with single minimum ω1=ω(x1) and maximum ω2=ω(x2) such 
that |x2-x1|=1/2

 These constraints fix constants C1 and C2:

 Optimal wave velocity: 

Instability

Bodineau&Derrida, PRE 2005



Our results show than an isolated diffusive system exhibits a phase transition at 
the fluctuating level 

This phenomenon, captured by MFT, is most surprising as it happens in an 
equilibrium system in the absence of external fields, breaking spontaneously a 
symmetry in 1D.

The phase transition seems continuous as conjectured by Bodineau and Derrida, 
excluding the possibility of a first-order scenario,

Suggest that a traveling wave is in fact the most favorable time-dependent profile 
in the supercritical regime

Rare events are associated with coherent, self-organized patterns which enhance 
their probability

Rare events far more probable that expected within Gaussian statistics

SUMMARY



This phenomenon seems very general → possibly widespread

Role and consequences in Quantum Field Theory?

What if qc is close to <q> for more general theories?

Can we observe signs of the phase transition at the fluctuating level on the 
system average behavior?

“Avoided” phase transition

OUTLOOK



Thank you





CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS & SYMMETRIES 
Current statistics: main objective of nonequilibrium statistical physics

However, general results out of equilibrium are scarce. Reason: Dynamics

Remarkable exception: Fluctuation Theorem

Lesson: Fluctuations reflect the symmetries of the microscopic world (time-
reversal in this case) at the macroscopic scale
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 Evolution equation for wide class of systems:  

 Probability of a history 

 Periodic boundary conditions:  

∂tρ = ∂x
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�
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 Fluctuations of space&time-averaged current

 For small fluctuations (|q|≪1), optimal profiles are flat:

 Local stability of flat profiles against small perturbation→ Instability

 Additivity scenario eventually breaks down for large fluctuations via a dynamic 
phase transition at the fluctuating level involving a symmetry breaking
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